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1.  Introduction 
 
1.1  What it is designed to model:  
 
The unconditioned zone model (UZM) performs an annual thermal simulation of two unconditioned zones 
(UZ's): an attic and a crawl space. The program can thermally model typical roofs, ceilings with knee walls, 
end walls, floors, trusses, duct systems, and ground components.  
 
Convection and radiation inside the UZ are treated separately to model radiant barrier and ventilation affects 
better than is afforded by the simple combined coefficient method. The program accounts for infiltration 
from the conditioned zones and natural ventilation through roof and crawl space vents. Wind, solar and sky 
radiation effects are included.  
 
Each of the unconditioned zones may be thermally connected to up to two conditioned zones (CZ's) via 
ceilings, knee walls, floors, and infiltration. The conditioned zones are assumed to be modeled by an 
alternate program, the conditioned zone model (CZM), that determines the conditioned zone hourly 
conditions. Micropas was used to model the conditioned zones for the development work on the UZM 
program. 
 
Each conditioned zone has an air-handler associated with it, and each air handler can have supply and/or 
return ducts in the UZ, and in the conditioned zone itself--see Figure 1.1. Both air handlers' can operate 
independently in either a heating, cooling, or off mode. The CZM program is assumed to determine whether 
an air handler should be in a heating or cooling mode, or floating, and if heating or cooling, the magnitude of 
the load that must be met by the air handler to keep the CZ at its current set point. In the off mode case the 
UZ is modeled during the hour without duct or air handler effects. 
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          Figure 1.1. Schematic of zones and air handler systems. All ducts 

are assumed to be in either the conditioned or unconditioned zones 
but for clarity are shown partly outside of the envelope. 

 
The UZM determines duct losses, their effect on the conditions of the UZ's and CZ's, and their effect on the 
heating or cooling delivery of the air handler system.  
 
The duct system model allows unequal return and supply duct areas, with optional insulation thickness. The 
ducts can have unequal supply and return leakages, and the influence of unbalanced duct leakage on the UZ 
and CZ natural infiltration is taken into account.  
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UZ 2-Crawl Space 
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Sys 1 supply Sys 2 supply 
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Sys 1 return 

Sys 1 return 
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1.2  How the program works 
 
The unconditioned zone model is designed as a stand alone simulation to be implemented essentially as a 
subroutine of an hourly conditioned zone model, the CZM. After input of all unconditioned zone structural 
data and air handler system flow rates, the CZM supplies hourly data to the UZM consisting of each CZ's:  
 

• operating mode (heating, cooling, or off) 
• air handler nominal capacities 
• heating or cooling load 
• the zone air temperature 
• the natural infiltration rate 
• wind, insolation, long-wave sky radiation, and ambient temperature  

 
Given the hourly ambient and CZ conditions, the UZM models the UZ's for the same hour, but on a sub-
hourly time step to better model envelope heat capacity effects. UZ envelope mass temperatures are updated 
each sub-hour time step using a finite difference routine. An interior energy balance on all of the thermally 
coupled interior heat sources and sinks is used each sub-hour time step to determine the UZ air and mean 
radiant temperatures.  
 
Based on the air handler hourly nominal capacities supplied, the UZM determines the duct losses each sub-
hour time step for each CZ. If Qdel, the net heat delivered to a CZ, is greater than the CZ's load, the CZ's air 
handler is set to run a fraction of the sub-hour time step, so that Qdel matchs the load. On the other hand if 
Qdel at full nominal capacity is less than the CZ's load, the CZ's capacity is increased until the load is met, 
overriding the nominal capacity value. That is, the system is always assumed to be able to handle the load, 
regardless of its nominal capacity. If does so by increasing or decreasing the temperature change through the 
air handler without changing it's flow rate. This strategy is in accord with the California ACM (see ref: 
Residential Alternative Calculation Method) procedures with respect to system capacity specifications.  
 
Heat transfer networks: 
All heat transfer rates determined each sub-hour time step to update mass temperatures, duct losses, 
infiltration loads, and zone temperatures, are based on the temperatures of all nodes at the beginning of the 
sub-hour time step. This is consistent with the forward-difference (Euler) method of solving for mass node 
temperatures (see Sebald (1985). If the temperature or heat flow is only available hourly (such as ambient 
temperature and insolation) then the value at the beginning of the hour is used, with no interpolation scheme 
employed.  
 
The UZ's are modeled with separate convection and long-wave radiation networks to handle the heat 
exchange between interior surfaces and the UZ air. The convection network uses fixed or buoyancy sensitive 
convection coefficients to connect all interior surfaces to a UZ air temperature node representing a fully 
mixed air in the zone. The long-wave radiation network uses a mean-radiant-temperature node as a 
clearinghouse for radiant interchange between the UZ surfaces. Each interior surface is connected to the 
MRT node with a conductance calculated from the surface emissivities and view factors (see Section 3).  
 
Mass updates: 
Massive envelope elements are represented by parallel path lumped resistance and lumped heat capacity 
network elements (see Section 2.1).  
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The mass nodes are updated each sub-hour time step based on conditions at the start of the sub-hour time 
step using a forward difference solution of the mass node differential equation. After the masses are updated, 
an energy balance on the whole UZ network determines the air and mrt temperatures. All massless 
temperature nodes are dissolved from the network. To keep the forward difference method stable and 
accurate, the sub-hour time step used to solve the UZM is set below the mass node time-constant expected 
for typical constructions (see Section 7). 
 
Ducts: 
The duct model builds on the procedure given by Palmiter (see Francisco and Palmiter, 2003), that uses a 
steady state heat exchanger effectiveness approach to get analytical expressions for instantaneous duct loss 
and system efficiencies. The UZM model, developed for this program by Palmiter, makes use of many of the 
same fundamental steady state equations and approach, but given the considerable complexity of the multiple 
duct systems, does not do a simultaneous solution of all the equations which a generalized Francisco and 
Palmiter scheme may imply.  Instead the approach takes advantage of the small time steps used in the code, 
and in effect decouples the systems from each other and the UZ by basing all losses and other heat transfers 
occurring during the sub-hour time step on the driving conditions of Tair and Tmrt known at the beginning 
of the time step, similar to how heat transfers are determined during mass temperature updates (Section 7). 
 
Other assumptions made in the UZM duct program: mass and thermal siphon effects in the duct system are 
ignored; off-cycle losses due to infiltration through holes in the duct work are not modeled; only sensible 
loads are addressed. The duct system model is discussed in more detail in Section 5. 
 
Interaction: 
The UZM program is structured such that the CZ and UZ programs run sequentially each hour with no 
iteration between programs. The main thermal interaction between the CZ's and UZ's is the supply and return 
duct air flows that the air handler delivers to satisfy the CZ loads. Since the CZ loads are always satisfied by 
the effectively unlimited air handler capacities as discussed above, there is no need to iterate hourly between 
the UZM and CZM models, as there would be if the capacity were limited--a limited capacity would not 
always allow the CZ to stay at its current hour's setpoint and iteration between the CZ and UZM would be 
required to determine the CZ temperature for the hour. Although iteration is not needed in this case, the 
following three thermal/flow interactions between the UZ's and CZ's require approximate algorithms in order 
to avoid interation. 

1. Ceiling and Floor Conduction  
 
 The heat conducted through the ceiling and floor due to the temperature differences between the CZ's 

and the UZ's is determined by the UZM model, which calculates this heat transfer every sub-hourly 
time step, and sums them to get the hourly total heat transfer to each CZ. Since the load sent by the 
CZM should have included this heat transfer, iteration could be used to correct the load. To avoid 
iteration, these hourly values are returned to the CZM at the end of the hour and the CZM uses these 
values as part of the next hours CZ load's sent to the UZM. The time lag is considered to have only a 
minor impact on the accuracy of the results.  

 
2. Ceiling and Floor Infiltration.  
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The ceiling and floor infiltrations are set as fixed fractions (possibly different for the ceiling and 
floor) of the CZ natural infiltration rate. The CZ natural ventilation rates and the fractions are hourly 
inputs from the CZM to the UZM. The affect of duct unbalanced leakage on the CZ's natural 
infiltration rate used in this calculation is ignored in determining the ceiling/floor infiltration.  
 
The direction of the infiltration flow is determined by the relative magnitudes of the CZ and ambient 
temperatures. If it is hotter in the CZ than outdoors then the floor infiltration flow goes from the 
crawl space to the CZ and the ceiling infiltration goes from the CZ to the attic. These flows reverse if 
it is cooler in the CZ than outdoors. If the crawl space doesn't exist, no floor infiltration is assumed to 
occur. 
 
When the direction of infiltration flow is such that the infiltration flow from a UZ goes into the 
conditioned zone it may change the CZ load since infiltration from the UZ's will likely be at a 
different temperature than ambient. Instead of correcting the load through iteration, the correction to 
this load made in the UZM. The form of the correction is based on the requirement that the CZM has 
calculated it's natural infiltration load to be all coming from air at the ambient temperature. The 
correction is made by adjusting the load sent by the CZM, essentially by adding the part of the CZ 
load from the attic or crawl space infiltration (ceiling and floor infiltration into the CZ can't occur 
simultaneously), and subtracting the overcounted part of the load from the ambient temperture. These 
corrections are made based conditions at the beginning of the simulation hour. See Section 5.2.1). 
 

3.    CZ Infiltration of Outdoor Air due to Unbalanced Duct Leakage. 
 

Operation of the air handler system with an unbalance duct leakage will pressurize or depressurize 
the conditioned zone, increasing or or decreasing the infiltration into the CZ from outdoors compared 
to the natural infiltration value. This will change the CZ infiltration rate and thus the infiltration part 
of the CZ load. To avoid iterating to correct the load, it is accounted for in the UZM by adjusting the 
heat delivered by the air handler system each sub-hour time step so that the heat delivered is what 
would be delivered if that change in infiltration load had been accounted for--see Section 5.7 and 
6.3.1. 
 
The latter two iteration avoidance approximations, cause errors in situations like: the CZM tells the 
UZM there no load this hour, so the air handler is not operated, although it would have operated at 
least a fraction of the hour if the correct load had been known by the CZM. And other similar 
scenarios. 

 
2. Modeling of Components:  
 
2.1 Frame Construction Model: 
 
Frame walls with different specs have different 'constructions'. The following constructions are available.  
 

attic frame constructions: 
 

       Construction Construction 
            Number (ncon)     Description 
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  1   roof 
  2   ceiling for cz1 
  3   ceiling for cz2 
  4   knee wall for cz1 
  5   knee wall for cz2 
  6   end wall  
  

crawl space frame constructions: 
 

       Construction Construction 
            Number (ncon)     Description 

  1   floor for cz1 
  2   floor for cz2 

 3   end wall 

As shown in Figure 2.1, constructions can have more than one sub-surface called a 'component'. Each frame 
wall construction is broken into two components, corresponding to two parallel heat flow paths, the part 
through the joists, and the part between the joists. The inside surfaces of components are connected to the 
Tair and Tmrt nodes of the adjacent UZ. The outside surface nodes are connected to Tamb if they are roof or 
end wall surfaces, or to the adjacent CZ temperature if they are ceiling or floor surfaces. The lines between 
dots represent conductances calculated from the frame construction inputs. Roof and end wall outside 
surfaces can also receive solar and long-wave sky radiation (see Appendix B).  
 
Each massive layer of a component is represented by a lumped capacitance at its midline, with half of the 
lumped resistance connecting each side of the capacitance to the adjacent layer: a "tee" circuit.  
 
The number of constructions and components that can be used to model a UZ is fixed for the attic and crawl 
space UZ's as shown in the following two tables.  For example, the program input for construction number 3 
in the attic is always used to define the parallel path components 5 and 6 for the ceiling of conditioned zone 
2. 
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Figure 2-1.  Network showing how a construction specifies two components; between-joists and through-joists. 

 
 

Table 2-1. Attic Components 
Description of component Component 

number 
Corresponding 
construction 
number 

roof btwn joists 1 1 
roof thru joists 2 1 
ceiling btwn joists, CZ 1  3 2 
ceiling thru joists , CZ 1 4 2 
ceiling btwn joists, CZ 2 5 3 
ceiling thru joists, CZ 2 6 3 
knewall btwn joists, CZ 1 7 4 
knewall thru joists, CZ 1 8 4 
knewall btwn joists, CZ 2 9 5 
knewall thru joists, CZ 2 10 5 
endwall btwn joists 11 6 
endwall thru joists 12 6 
trusswall 13  
supply duct of CZ 1 14  
supply duct of CZ 2 15  
return duct CZ 1 16  
return duct CZ 2 17  
UZ air 18  

 
 

 insul 
 layer:

Tair

mass2 mass3

layer 1: layer 2: layer 3: 

roof tile 
ceiling sheetrock 
floor surface layer 
 

roof deck 
subflooring 
endwall sheathing 

shingle
asphalt

insulation  
UZ side Ambient or 

CZ side  

Qsol/Qsky 
if applicable 

Parallel path between joists:

R23

Tamb 
 or 
Tempc Tmrt

joist  

mass1 mass2 mass3 

Parallel path through joist: 

R23

Insulation added to joist if insulation depth > joist depth 
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Table 2-2. Crawl Space Components 
Description of component Component 

number 
(ncom) 

Corresponding 
construction 
number (ncon) 

floor btwn joists, for CZ 1 1 1 
floor thru joists, for CZ 1 2 1 
floor btwn joists, for CZ 2 3  2 
floor thru joists, for CZ 2 4 2 
endwall btwn joists 5 3 
endwall thru joists 6 3 
trusswall 7  
ground 8  
supply duct for CZ 1 9   
supply duct for CZ 2 10  
return duct for CZ 1 11   
return duct for CZ 2 12  
air 13  

 
 

Input Data for Each Construction: 
 
Each construction number (ncon) in the above table is specified by the following input variables. 
Example values in brackets represent an asphalt-shingle/felt/strand-board roof construction, without 
insulation: 
 
ff     framing fraction for framed surface construction [0.07]. 
epsbf  emissivity of surface between-joists inside UZ [0.9]. 
dj   depth of joists [3.5-inches]. 
d1       thickness of  insulation layer, UZ side, between joists [0-inches]. 
k1n     nominal conductivity of insulation layer [0.025 Btu/hr-ft-F]. 
d2      thickness of inner mass layer (subfloor or roof deck) [15/32-inches]. 
k2    conductivity of inner mass layer [0.052 Btu/hr-ft-F]. 
vc2      volumetric heat capacity of inner mass layer [10.7 Btu/ft3-F]. 
R23    R value of insulation between mass layers [0.06 hr-ft2-F/Btu]. 
d3      thickness of outer mass layers [0.38-inches]. 
k3    conductivity of outer mass layer [0.072 Btu/hr-ft-F]. 
vc3  volumetric heat capacity of outer mass layer [21 Btu/ft3-F]. 
epso   emissivity of outside surf of construction facing ambient or an adjacent CZ [0.9]. 
alfao  solar absorptivity of outside surface if facing outdoors [0.95]. 

 
The program sets the density of all joists to 34 lb/ft3, joist conductivity to 0.08 Btu/hr-ft-F, and joist 
volumetric heat capacity to13 Btu/ft3-F. Exposed joist surfaces are set to have an emissivity of 0.9. 
 
Frame constructions can be modeled with varying depths of insulation. Insulation of depth d1 is represented 
by layer 1 in the between-joists path of Figure 2.1. The k1n values are corrected for temperatures above and 
below 70 F by the correlation used in EnergyGuage USA (Parker, et al, 1999) and based on Wilkes (1981) 
data: 
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        k1 = (k1n)·




1+0.00418·





Tsurf+Tm2

2  - 70  ; temperatures in oF. 

 
where k1 and k1n are in the units of Btu/hr-ft-R.  
 
If  the component has no insulation, d1 is set to zero and epsbf is set to the emissivity of the underside of the 
decking. For radiant barriers epsbf is set to the appropriate low emissivity. If a construction has no insulation 
layer then the joist would protrude into the UZ air and act as a heat transfer fin.  For the nominal properties 
of fir joists (of dj > 3.5"), the fin effectiveness (defined as qwith-fin/qfrom-base-area) is less than 1, so that the fin 
retards heat flow compared the case where the joist is completely removed and heat is transferred only from 
its footprint area on mass layer 2, the underside of the roof decking for example. However, in this case the 
decking also is acting as a fin, conducting heat laterally from the between-joist part of the decking to the joist 
base. Two dimensional finite-element studies show that these fin effects tend to cancel each other and that 
the correct heat transfer is close to that obtained by the parallel path analysis for the configuration with the 
joist completely removed. The mass of the removed joist material is accounted for by adding it to a fictitious 
internal UZ wood wall, the trusswall, designed to model the dynamics of the trusses--see Section 2.2. 
  
Similarly, if the insulation depth d1 is finite but less than dj, the part of the joist extending beyond the 
insulation, by an amount (d1 - dj), is removed to the trusswall, leaving the rest of the joist, whose surface is 
now flush with the joist end, to be modeled as part of the through-joist parallel path. 
 
If the insulation is thicker than the joists, i.e., d1 > dj, a layer of insulation of thickness d1 - dj is applied to 
the UZ end of the joist (not shown in Figure 2.1).  
 
The surface area of the ceiling and knee wall constructions (2, 3, 4 & 5) are required inputs. These areas are 
split into the areas of the two parallel path components of these constructions using the constructions framing 
fractions. 
 
The roof area is determined from the total ceiling area and roof pitch, required inputs. The roof can be either 
a single hip roof, which is set as square, or a gable roof with a plan-view aspect ratio different than 1. The 
gable end wall areas are calculated by the program. The crawl space end wall areas are calculated from a 
crawl space height input.  
 
Flat roofs can be modeled by setting the roof pitch to zero, but the attic height is required as an additional 
input in this case. Sealed attics (cathedralized ceilings) can be modeled assigning the appropriate insulation 
to the roof and ceiling. 
 
The amount of total horizontal insolation impinging on an area equal to the total ceiling area is distributed 
uniformly on the roof. If there are attic end walls, the average of the vertical surface insolation from the four 
cardinal directions is assumed to be incident on the end walls. 
 
2.2 Trusswall Model: 
 
The purpose of the 'trusswall' is to consolidate the trusses and other miscellaneous masses that are not part of 
the envelope framing into one mass wall. The weight of the trusses in the attic is an input to the code. The 
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attic truss weight is defined to include the weight of the roof and ceiling joists, but not the knee wall or end 
wall joists.  
 
The weight of the parts of the roof and ceiling joists that are kept as part of the joist path thermal network 
(see Section 2.1) is subtracted from the truss weight. That is, their mass is accounted for in the joist path 
thermal network and doesn't need to be modeled as part of trusswall. The weights of the end wall and knee 
wall joists that are removed from the joist path thermal network are added to the trusswall. That is, the end 
and knee wall joists weren't originally part of the truss weight so any part removed from the joist path 
thermal network must be added to the trusswall mass. 
 
The crawl space does not have trusses, but a crawl space trusswall is still needed to model any parts of the 
crawl space floor and end wall joists that are removed from the joist path thermal network. These parts are 
added to constitute the crawl space trusswall. 
 
The trusswalls in the attic and crawl space are each represented in the model by a single interior wall. The 
trusswall is defined to have the same thermal and density properties as input for joists. It's thickness is set at 
3/4-inches (half the thickness of 2-by-x framing), and an area determined by the trusswall weight. It is 
adiabatic on one side, with the exposed side coupled to the attic air node with a convection coefficient of 0.5 
Btu/hr-ft2-F, and to the mrt node by a radiation coefficient hr based on 70-F. The trusswall is modeled with 
one mass node, in the same tee circuit form as other mass layers.  
 
2.3 Ground Model: 
 
The crawl space floor is at ground level. The ground is modeled with two mass layers, with the top of the top 
layer connected to the crawl space air and mrt temperature nodes through convection (see Section 4.3.1) and 
radiation coefficients and the bottom of the bottom layer connected through a conductance to the annual 
average ambient temperature, representing the deep ground temperature. The soil conductivity is set at k = 
0.8 Btu/hr-ft-F, and its volumetric heat capacity at vcsoil = 24 Btu/ft3-F. The ground surface emissivity is set 
at 0.9. The layers are nominally fixed at 2-inches for the surface layer and 4-inches for the deeper layer, 
values chosen to give reasonable dynamic response over short time periods on the order of hours. The 
conductance from the bottom of the bottom layer to the deep ground node is chosen to yield a overall crawl 
space to outdoor R value of 12 hr-ft2-F/Btu for a soil conductivity of 0.8. If the soil conductivity is changed 
in the initialization, the R value is scaled there accordingly as R = (12 hr-ft-F/Btu)((0.8 Btu/hr-ft-F)/ksoil). 
Long term transient behavior of the ground is not modeled because of the difficulty of the accompanying 
long warm-up period requirement.  
 
3. Radiant Heat Transfer Network 
 
The radiant model described below was developed by Joe Carroll (Carroll 1980a, 1908b, Carroll & Clinton 
1982). It was chosen because of its relative simplicity, its freedom from heat balance errors, and it's 
relatively good accuracy regarding heat flux distribution for typical building applications (see Carroll 1981). 
It does  
 
The unconditioned zone radiation model uses a mean radiant temperature node, Tmrt, to act as a 
clearinghouse for the radiation heat exchange between surfaces, much as does the air node Tairu for 
convective exchange. A three surface example of the radiation network is shown in Figure 3.1. Using this 
method at the beginning of the simulation, the UZ model determines the radiant conductances (hb·A1·F1', 
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hb·A2·F2', etc.) shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows the radiation network combined with the convective 
heat transfer network. The model also accounts for the absorption of radiation in the air itself, so that the air 
and mrt nodes are thermally coupled to each other as well as to the interior surfaces. 
 
The principle inputs are the interior surface areas in the unconditioned zone, the emissivities of these 
surfaces, and the overall volume to surface area ratio of the zone. All of the interior surfaces, including ducts, 
are assumed to exchange heat between each other as diffusely radiating gray body surfaces. The mrt model 
essentially maps the real surfaces onto the surface a sphere and the view factors between the real surfaces is 
based on the view factors between their corresponding spherical surfaces. The view factors between surfaces 
on inside of sphere only depend on the surface areas, independent of their relative positions on the sphere. 
Thus the view factors found in the UZ model only depend on surfaces areas, avoiding the need for any three 
dimensional unconditioned zone geometry data.  
 
3.1 MRT View Factors: 
 
For an enclosure of black body surfaces, the net radiant long-wave heat transfer from surface i is given by: 
 
 Qi = σ Ai ∑

j
Fij · (Ti4 - Tj4)        (3-1) 

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Ai is the area of surface i, and Fij is the conventional view factor 
from surface i to j. Linearized, this equation can be written in the useful form: 
 
 Qi = hb·Ai ∑

j
 Fij · (Ti - Tj)        (3-2) 

where hb [Btu/hr-ft2-R3] is the net black body radiation transfer per unit area and per unit temperature 
difference: 
 

hb = 4·σ·Tbar3,           (3-3) 
 

where Tbar [°R] is the average temperature of the surfaces.  
 
To simplify the radiation network Carroll (1980a) developed the 'MRT view factor method' for handling the 
radiant interchange. In this method a radiant temperature node, Tmrt, is coupled with all of the surfaces. 
Assuming that an appropriate form of the conductance hri can be determined, the net radiant long-wave heat 
transfer from any surface is: 
 
 Qi = Ai·hri· (Ti - Tmrt).          (3-4)  
    
If there were only three surfaces total, it would be possible to do an exact ∆-Y transformation such that the  
hri values would be uniquely determined by the AiFij values. However, for more than three surfaces a ∆-Y 
transformation (generalized to more than three legs) is not possible in general, so one cannot in general 
determine hri values for any arbitrary room geometry that will give the same heat transfer as equation (3-1). 
However there is one class of geometries for which a generalized ∆-Y transformation is possible and this is 
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the geometry represented by curved surfaces that completely tile the inside surface of a sphere. In this case, 
the view factor from surface i to surface j is equal to the fraction that area aj is of the total surface in the 
enclosure. That is: 
 

 Fij = 
aj

 ∑
all j

aj
 = 

aj
 aS

 ,         (3-5) 

        
where aS is the surface area of the sphere. This view factor is exact for the view from any area curved ai on 
the inside surface of a sphere to any other area aj also on the inside surface of the sphere. This is because the 
length of a chord between any two points on a sphere is proportional to the cosine of the angle of incidence 
at each end of the chord, thus the 1/r2 distance effects exactly cancel out the cosine effect which occurs at 
each end of the chord.  Carroll's method essentially maps the flat surfaces, Ai, of an actual enclosure, to 
corresponding curved surfaces, ai, on the inside of a sphere of total area ∑ai.  
 
Applied to spherical surface ai, equation (3-2) can be written: 
 
 Qi = hb·ai ∑

j
 Fij · (Ti - Tj)         

 
Substituting (3-5) into this, the net heat flow from surface 1 is given by: 
 

 Qi = hb·ai ∑
j=1→n

 
aj
aS

·(Ti - Tj),       

 
This can be written: 

Qi = hb·ai ∑
j=1→n

 
aj
aS

· Ti - hb·ai ∑
j=1→n

 
aj
aS

· Tj 

 
        = hb·ai·(Ti - Tmrt)         (3-6) 
          

where Tmrt is the area-weighted mean radiant temperature for this black body situation: 
 

Tmrt = ∑
j=1→n

 
aj
aS

·Tj 

          
Defining the ratio of the spherical area to the corresponding flat surface area as Carrroll's  "mrt view factors", 
Fi:  

Fi = 
ai

Αi
           (3-7) 
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Substituting (3-7) into (3-6) gives the net heat transfer from the flat surface ai: 
 

Qi = hb·Ai·Fi(Ti - Tmrt)           
 
Thus the value of the conductances in equation (3-4) are: 
 
 hri = hb·Fi          (3-8) 
 
From geometry, the ratio of the area of circular disc Ai  generated by slicing a sphere with a plane, to the area 
of the spherical cap ai  above and below the circular disc is equal to 1 minus the ratio of the spherical cap to 
the total surface area of the sphere. That is, 

Αi
ai

  = 1 - 
ai
aS

 

It is this formula that Carroll uses to map flat enclosure surfaces Ai to their spherical counterparts ai. That is, 
this formula is used in eq. (3-7) to determine the view factor F for any shape surface i as follows: 

Fi = 
ai

Αi
   = 

1

1 - 
ai
 aS

  

Since ai = AiFi, and aS = ∑
i=1→n

 Ai·Fi, this equation becomes: 

Fi = 
1

1 - 
Ai·Fi

 ∑
i=1→n

Ai·Fi

         (3-9) 

 
Suppose one of  the interior surfaces of total area Ai is composed of Ni  identical flat sub surfaces, each at the 
same temperature, and similar views to each other, like the facets of a geodesic dome. The F's would be the 
same if each facet is treated as a separate surface. To avoid redundant solutions to eq. (3-9), it is easy to 
show that Ai can be treated as one surface in eq. (3-9) if Ni is introduced into eq. (3-9) as follows: 
 

   Fi = 
1

1 - 
Ai·Fi/Ni
Σ(Ai·Fi)

          (3-10) 

 
In the code, Ni  is set to unity for each component i, except for the trusswall and endwalls. Sinces the 
trusswall is a consolidation of the may truss surfaces, it's N is set to 10. Since the two endwalls of a gabled 
roof are modeled as one, the end wall N is set to 2. The crawl space end wall N is set to 4. Results are 
relatively insensitive to the N value. The use of Ni  to additional advantage is discussed by Carroll (1980b). 
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There are 18 possible attic components (see Table 2-1). Equation (3-10) constitutes a set of 18 nonlinear 
equations to be solved for 18 unknowns, Fi. This set of equations is solved numerically in the code by 
successive substitution starting with all Fi terms on the right hand side of eq. (3-10) set to unity. This 
solution method apparently always converges for realistic (constructable) zone geometries.  
 
3.2 Application to Thermally Grey Surfaces: 
 
The above methodology is extended to gray surfaces (i.e., surfaces with long-wave hemispherical emissivity 
εi < 1) by adding the Oppenheim surface conductance εi/(1 - εi) to the conductance corresponding to hbAiFi, 
as shown in Figure 3-1. The surface conductance correctly accounts for surface absorption and reflection. 

 
Figure 3-1. Linearized radiation mrt network representing gray surfaces.  

 
Thus for gray surfaces, hri of equation (3-8) is replaced by: 
 

hri = hb· Fi' = 
hb

1
Fi

 + 
1-εi
εi

        (3-11) 

 
Thus, the final expression for the net radiant heat transfer from surface i is: 
 

Qi = hb·Ai·Fi'(Ti - Tmrt)         (3-12)  
       

Figure 3-2 shows the radiative heat transfer circuit combined with a convective heat transfer circuit.  
 
3.3 Air Absorption: 
 
The air and radiant nodes are coupled somewhat by the opacity of the air to long-wave radiation. Carroll 
(1980a) gives an air emissivity by the following empirical dimensional equation that is based on Hottel data: 
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 εa = 0.08·εs· ln 








1 + 
4
εs

· 
V
A·rh·Patm·exp






Ta

17                (3-13) 

 
where ln is the natural logarithm, and, 

εs = the area-weighted average long-wave emissivity for room surfaces.  
V/A = the room volume to surface area ratio. For multi-room zones the appropriate value for a typical 

room is the total zone volume divided by the total zone surface area, in meters. 
rh = the relative humidity in the zone. (0 ≤ rh ≤ 1). 
Patm = atmospheric pressure in atmospheres.  
Τa = zone air temperature, in °C. 

The values of Patm and rh used in the code are annual average values. 

 

 
Figure 3-2.  Convection and radiation networks combined.  

 
Following a heuristic argument Carroll assigns an effective area Aa to the air that is the product of εa and the 
sum of all of the zone surface areas, as if the absorbing part of the air were consolidated into a surface of area 
Aa.  

 Aa = εa· ΣAi.           (3-14) 

Using this area, the value of Fa for this 'surface' can be calculated along with the other Fi by equation (3-10). 
The value of the conductance between the air and radiant nodes in Figure 3-2 is given by: 

Cx = hb·Aa·Fa          (3-15) 
 
Cx is discussed in Sections 7 and 8. 
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4. Convective Heat Transfer 
 
The convection network in the UZ interior is shown schematically in Figure 3-2. The model assumes well 
mixed air inside the UZ at a single temperature Tair. Convection from surfaces inside the UZ is assumed to 
be by natural convection only, without any allowance made for air movement due to infiltration or other 
effects.  

 
4.1 Fixed Convection Coefficients: 
 
The convection coefficients for the following surfaces are fixed in the UZ program initialization at the value 
hcVert = 0.5 Btu/hr-ft2-F:  
 

• UZ side of attic knee walls.      
• UZ side of attic and crawl space end walls.    
• attic and crawl space trusswalls.     
• outside of ducts. (The ACM assumes a combined coefficient of  R=0.7: For hr ≈ 0.9,  hc~=(1/0.7)-0.9 

= 0.53 btu/hr-ft2-F). 
 
4.2 Fixed combined coefficients: 
Combined convection & radiation coefficients are assigned to the CZ side of the ceilings, knee walls, and 
floors: 

• The CZ side of the CZ ceilings and knee walls: hc = 1.5 Btu/hr-ft2-F. 
• The CZ side of the CZ floor: hc = 1.3 Btu/hr-ft2-F. 

4.3 Variable convection coefficients on surfaces inside UZ: 
 
4.3.1 Coefficients for Top of CZ ceiling, underside of CZ floor, and ground surface: 
 
For a hot ceiling facing a cooler attic air, a cold floor facing a hotter crawlspace air, or for the ground hotter 
than the crawl space, Mill's equations 4.95 and 4.96 (due to McAdams) for horizontal plates are applied:  

 
 NuL = 0.54·RaL

1/4   for 105 < RaL < 2x107      (4-1) 
 

 NuL = 0.14·RaL
1/3 for 2x107 < RaL < 3x1010      (4-2) 

 

Stratification is assumed to dominate and the convection coefficient is set to zero for a cold CZ ceiling facing 
a hotter attic air, a hot CZ floor (i.e. crawlspace ceiling) facing a cold crawl space air, or the ground colder 
than the crawl space. 

 
4.3.2 Coefficients for underside of hot roof over cold attic air: 
 
The correlation for tilted heated and cooled plates from Mills (1992), equations 4.85 and 4.86 (due to 
Churchill and Chu), are used.  
 
 NuL = 0.68 + 0.67·(RaL·ψ)1/4     for RaL < 109   (4-3) 
 
 NuL = 0.68 + 0.67·(RaL·ψ)1/4(1 + 1.6x10-8·RL·ψ)1/12   for 109 <RL <1012  (4-4) 
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ψ = (1 + (0.492/Pr)9/16)-16/9 
 

The Rayleigh number is defined with gravity g replaced by g·cos(θ), where θ is the angle of the roof plane 
from the vertical, and L is the length of the plane in the direction of boundary layer flow. Characteristic 
length L is taken as 10-ft in the code. This equation is applicable to suspended plates with θ < 88o for heated 
plates facing downward, and θ < 60o for cooled plates facing downward.  
 
For the case of a hot roof over a colder attic, the correlation is not strictly applicable to horizontal (θ = 90o) 
roofs. Nevertheless, at θ = 90o this correlation predicts NuL = 0.68 which corresponds to a convection 
coefficient close to zero. Since this in effect mimics the stratification that would occur under a horizontal hot 
roof, the correlation is used in the code for all roof pitches including horizontal.  
 
4.3.3 Coefficients for underside of cold roof over hot attic: 
 
The above equations (4-3 & 4-4) are applicable to this situation, but limited to roofs with θ < 60o, making 
them inapplicable to common roof pitches. Using horizontal plate correlations in this case will exaggerate 
the heat flow for higher pitches. Since equations (4-1) and (4-2) are applicable for horizontal surfaces at 90o 
tilt and (4-3) and (4-4) at 60o tilt, the correlation used in the code interpolates linearly between the two 
results for angles between 60 and 90o. For angles smaller than 60o (pitches higher than 6.9/12) equations (4-
3) and (4-4) are used.  

 
4.4 Variable convection coefficients on outside of UZ envelope:  
 
The hourly wind velocity used in the following convection coefficient correlations are modified to account 
for the local terrain and building height as described in following Sections. In addition, when the weather 
tape gives a zero wind velocity for the hour, then the zero is replaced by a fixed finite value: VwindZero. 
This is used because weather tape wind velocities are measured with instruments that report zero below a 
certain threshold wind velocity. VwindZero is meant to represent an average velocity for winds lower than 
the threshold.  
 
4.4.1 Akbari Correlation: 
 
The Akbari correlation (from private communication) is currently used for determining the convection 
coefficient on the outside of the end walls of both the attic and crawl space. It can be optionally chosen to 
determine the roof convection coefficient. The wind velocity used in applying the model is the weather tape 
wind velocity multiplied by a shelter factor, Sw, and an additional wind multiplier, Wsm, to adjust wind 
speed for roof height. 
 

hc[W/m2-C] = 6.7757 + 1.2157 V[m/s] 
 
hc[Btu/hr-ft2-F] = 1.1939 + 0.0958V[mph] 
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4.4.2 Clear, Gartland and Winkelmann Correlation: 
 
The correlation by Clear, et al (2001) is sensitive to the direction of heat flow, surface roughness, and 
combines both free and forced convection. 
 
4.4.2.1 For roof hotter than ambient: 
 
Clear's equation (11-a)  is used for this situation, which gives the convection coefficient averaged over roof 
surface area and wind direction.  
 
For surface temperature greater than ambient,   
 

 hc = 0.15·η ·
k
Ln

 ·RaLn
1/3  +  0.037·

k
Leff

 ·Rf ·ReLeff
4/5Pr1/3  

 
Velocity is free-stream wind speed at roof level. The wind velocity used in applying the model is the weather 
tape wind velocity multiplied by a shelter factor, Sw, and an additional wind multiplier, Wsm, to adjust wind 
speed for roof height. For a rectangular area A (coded as total ceiling area) and perimeter P (perimeter of 
ceiling), the following parameters are needed: 
 

Ln  = A/P, the characteristic length for natural convection. 
Leff ≈ (0.899-0.032*L1)*L2, the effective forced convection length. 
L1 = 4(√A)/P 
L2 = 4*A/P  

η = 
1

 1 + 
1

 ln(1+GrLeff /ReLeff
2)

, the weighting factor for natural convection. 

 
Film temperature in the code is taken as the average of ambient air temperature and that of the outer most 
mass node of the roof construction. The roughness multiplier Rf is obtained from Clear's Table 7 as follows: 
 

ASHRAE 
roughness number 

Example surfaces with 
this roughness number 

Forced convection 
multiplier, Rf 

6 Glass, paint on pine 1.00 
5 Smooth plaster 1.11 
4 Clear pine 1.13 
3 Concrete 1.52 
2 Brick, rough plaster 1.67 
1 Stucco 2.10 

 
 
4.4.2.1 For roof colder than ambient: 
 
The Clear correlation uses critical length xc: 
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xc = 5·105·
Leff

 ReLeff
 

 
The effective critical length, xceff, is equal to the smaller of xc and the smallest roof width. If xceff is larger 
than the largest roof length then: 

 

 hco = η·
kair
 Ln ·0.27·RaLn

1/4 + 
kair
 Leff·Rf·0.664·ReLeff

 1/2·Pr1/3  

 
Otherwise, 
 

             hco = η·
kair
 Ln ·0.27·RaLn

1/4 + 
kair
 Leff·Rf·( )0.037· (ReLeff

0.8 - Rexceff
4/5) + 0.664·Rexceff

1/2 ·Pr1/3 

 
4.5 Ceiling Bypass Model 
 
A simple model was implemented to simulate ceiling bypass heat transfer, the heat that is transported from 
the CZ's to the attic via miscellaneous inter-wall cavities in the CZ that may be partially open to the attic, as 
for example around a fireplace unit. Natural convection in the cavity when the conditioned zone is hotter 
than the attic is assumed to be the main mechanism for the bypass heat transfer. The conductance, when 
Tempc > Tairu , is given by: 
 

qbpu  = U1(Temp1- Tairu) + U2(Temp2 - Tairu) 
 

where, the conductances follow a simple power law dependence on the temperature difference: 
 

U1 = Ubp1(Temp1- Tairu)nbp 

 
U2 = Ubp2(Temp2- Tairu)nbp 

 

Ubp1 and Ubp2 are coefficients depending on the cavity geometry. Although an exponent of nbp on the order 
of 1/4 can be assumed for laminar convection, there is no current empirical basis for determining the 
coefficients Ubpc. If the ACM rule of Uc = 0.02Aceilc were implemented, then nbp would be chosen as zero. 

 
5. Duct System Model 
 
5.1 Description of model:  
 
The duct system performance is analyzed at every sub-hour time step. The duct air temperatures are 
calculated each sub-hour time step assuming they are operating at steady state, in equilibrium with the 
thermal conditions at the beginning of the sub-hour time step in the UZ in which they transit. Heat capacity 
effects of the ducts are ignored.  
 
During each sub-hour time step, the following steps are taken to find the duct system operating conditions--
the air temperatures in each duct, the losses, etc. 
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Initially, for each sub-hour time step, the duct systems performance is determined when operating at full 
capacity, independent of the hours load. The procedure starts at the return registers in each CZ, where the 
duct air temperatures are the current hours CZ air temperatures. The CZ air entering the return register heats 
or cools, or both, as it traversed through each component of the duct system: the return duct, the return 
plenum, the heating/cooling device, and the supply ducts. That is, the duct air temperature rises or drops 
immediately downstream of the return register (where returns leaks are assigned to occur) due to mixing of 
leakage air at the UZ temperature with the return air from the CZ. It may also increase or decrease in 
temperature as it mixed with the air from the return duct in another UZ (if any) in the return plenum. After 
being heated or cooled by the air handler at its nominal heating/cooling capacity, it then is additionally 
heated or cooled by supply duct conductive gains/loses to the UZ interior.  
 
Summing all the gains and loses in temperature of the duct air as it travels through the system gives the 
supply temperature for each supply duct for each system, allowing the heat delivered at full capacity, Qdel, 
to be determined.  
 
If the above useful heat delivered at full capacity is more than required by the load, then the equipment 
capacity is reduced to meet the load by assuming the system is only running the fraction Qload/Qdelivered, 
of the sub-hour time step. The needed capacity, Qneed, a program output, is this fraction of the nominal 
capacity. The duct losses for the time step are also reduced by this fraction. 
 
On the other hand, if the heat delivered at full nominal capacity is smaller than the load, then the capacity is 
temporarily raised this sub-hour time step to allow the heat delivered to exactly meet the load. The needed 
capacity, Qneed, in this case is allowed to exceed the nominal capacity (see Sections 1.2 and 5.9). Duct 
losses are recalculated based on the changed supply temperature corresponding to the increased capacity.  
 
The above calculations are done each sub-hour time step and the average Qneed summarized in the hourly 
output.  
 
The above steps are presented in detail in the following sections, in the same sequence as described above, 
and in essentially the same sequence as in the source code.  
 
UZM accounts for the fact that the duct losses and system performance is indirectly affected by the ducts 
heat losses/gains which affect the UZ interior air and mrt temperatures, which effects the ceiling heat transfer 
to the conditioned zones. In addition, unbalanced duct leakage can affect the ventilation rate in the UZ, 
affecting the UZ temperature. Unbalanced leakage also affects the CZ load itself by pressuring and 
depressurizing the conditioned zone thereby affecting its infiltration rate (see Section 6.3) . 

 
5.2 Duct System Inputs: 
 
In most cases in this section, the subscripted variables stand for arrays, and have a counterpart in the code 
that is an array with the same indices, but possible a modified name. In some cases variables not subscripted 
in the code and subscripted here for clarity.  
  
nomenclature: 

The subscript u stands for UZ number u = 1 for the attic, and u = 2 for the crawl space. 
The subscript m stands for the mode of air handler operation:  0 off, 1 heating, 2 cooling.  
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The subscript c stands for CZ number and its associated air handler system. c is limited to 1 or 2. 
 
The UZM can model the systems in the full complexity of Fig 1.1. However, if modeling a one system 
building, that system must be system #1 (i.e., c =1). Also, the UZM can simultaneously model both an attic 
and a crawl space of a building, but it can only model a building with a crawl space if it also has an attic. The 
attic need not have ducts in this case. 
 
Per Annual Run Inputs: 
 
The following data is obtained from the CZ to model the duct/air-handler system for hours of the simulation:  
 

Duct areas:  
Asdc,u = supply duct inside area for air-handler c in UZ u. 
Ardc,u = return duct inside area for air-handler c in UZ u. 

 
Duct Insulation R values: 

Rsdc,u = supply duct R for air-handler c in UZ u 
Rrdc,u = return duct R for air-handler c in UZ u. 

 
These areas and R-values can represent branching ducts. The values input for Asd1,1 and Rsd1,1 , for example, 
might represent the single values input for the area and R value of a single constant diameter supply duct of 
system c in the attic UZ. This is correct, but Asd1,1 and Rsd1,1 are also intended to also be able to represent 
the supply duct even if it has branches in the attic.  
 
To do this, consider the same example of a system #1 supply duct in attic. The ratio Asd1,1/Rsd1,1 is the 'UA' 
of the supply duct. Based on the method suggested by Larry Palmiter (see Palmiter and Kruse, 2003), the 
simplifying assumption is made that the UA of the supply system is the sum of the UA's of it's individual 
branches. Thus, if Ai is the area of branch i, and Ri is its insulation R-value, then  

 

 UA = 
(Asd1,1)
 (Rsd1,1) =  ∑Ai

Ri
  

 
Assuming that 
 
 Asd1,1 = ∑Ai,           (5.1)  
 
then, 
 

Rsd1,1  = 
∑Ai

 ∑Ai
Ri

          (5.2) 

 
Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are used to get the effective area and R value of a branching supply for system #1 
in UZ 1. The composite areas and R-values of the other ducts of the systems are found similarly. These latter 
equations must be implemented in the CZM to handle branching duct systems, and are not part of the UZM 
code. 
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In addition to representing branching duct systems, Rsdc,u can also represent systems with buried or partially 
buried ducts by using effective duct U values given by the ACM manual. It is assumed that these ACM 
values represent the part of the duct loss that goes to the UZ, and not the part conducted directly through the 
insulation and ceiling into the CZ. The loss from the ducts directly to the CZ need not be explicitly 
accounted for since if they are not delivered by conduction to the CZ the corresponding energy is retained in 
the supply air and the losses are in effect delivered by the supply air.  This has the effect of slightly 
exaggerating duct losses to the attic since the duct air temperatures will be slightly in error. 
 
Emissivities: 

epssc,u = supply duct emissivity for air-handler c in UZ u 
epsrc,u = return duct emissivity for air-handler c in UZ u. 
 

Duct Leakage: 
Lsc,u = the fraction of the flow through the system c air handler fan that is leaked from the supply duct 
in unconditioned zone u. The leak is assigned to occur  near the supply register so that the leakage air 
is at the supply register temperature.  
 
Lr c,u = the fraction of the flow through the system c air handler fan that is leaked into the return duct 
in unconditioned zone u. The leak is assigned to occur at the return register. The air leaking into the 
duct is at the UZ temperature. 

 
System Flow:  
 
Flowm,c = the flow rate in cfm (at standard conditions) through the air handler for the cooling and heating 

modes, for of each system. 
 
Flow Distribution: 
How much of the air handler flow of system c goes through each of its return and supply ducts is given by 
the per run input flow fractions: 
 

Fmrc,u = fraction of flow of system c in the return duct located in unconditioned zone u. 
Fmsc,u = fraction of flow of system c in the supply duct located in unconditioned zone u. 
Fmrcc = fraction of flow of system c in the return duct located in conditioned zone c. 
Fmscc = fraction of flow of system c in the supply duct located in conditioned zone c. 

  
For a given system c, the sum of the return duct fractions must add to one: Fmrc,1 + Fmrc,2 + Fmrcc = 1. 
Similarly for the supply duct fractions.  

 
Hourly Inputs: 
 
Each hour the UZ model receives the following information from the CZM: 
 

Capc = the nominal system capacity for this hour, positive for heating and negative for cooling, in 
Btu/hr, for each system. 
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Qldc  = the load for this hour for each conditioned zone, in Btu/hr, positive for heating and negative 
for cooling.  

 
5.2.1 Load Adjustment for Ceiling/Floor Infiltration: 
 
As discussed in Section 1.2, the load received from the CZM is corrected in the UZM code to account for 
some of the CZ natural infiltration arriving from the attic or crawl space rather than all from outdoors. Since 
this part of the infiltration is at a different temperature than ambient, the CZ load must be adjusted. The 
ceiling and floor infiltration rates are given by equations (6-1) and (6-2). Using only the negative (i.e., into 
the CZ) values of ceilInf and flrInf, the load is adjusted as follows: 
 

Qldc = Qldc[from CZM] + ceilInfc
.(Tair1 - Tamb) + flrInfc

.(Tair2- Tamb)  
 
 

5.3 Return Duct Air Temperatures: 
 
Following the procedure indicated in Section 5.1, the return duct air temperatures are determined first. 
Utilizing the heat exchanger effectiveness approach (see Mills(1992, and Appendix A), the temperature of 
the system c return duct air entering the return plenum from a return duct located in UZ number u is given 
by:  

Toutc,u = Erm,c,u · Teqrc,u + (1 - Erm,c,u) · Tmixc,u 
 
where Erm,c,u is the effectiveness of the return duct of system c in unconditioned zone u when operating in 
mode m:  

Erm,c,u = 1 - EXP



-(Urtotc,u)

(Mcprm,c,u)  

 
where Urtotc,u is the total radiant conductance between the duct air and the equivalent surroundings  
temperature Teqrc,u:  
  

Teqrc,u = (Frdac,u·Tairu + Frdrc,u ·Tmrtu),  
 

Frdac,u is the fraction of return duct (dissolved surface node) heat transfer that goes to the Tairu node. 

Frdac,u = 
(Urcc,u)

(Urcc,u+Urrc,u) 

 
Frdrc,u is the fraction of the heat transfer from the c,u return duct air that goes to the Tmrtu node. 
 

Frdrc,u = 
(Urrc,u)

(Urcc,u+Urrc,u) 

 
The U terms are the conductances from the duct air to the mrt and air nodes,  determined as described in 
Appendix A.  
 

Urrc,u = conductance from return duct air to Tmrt. 
Urcc,u = conductance from return duct air to Tair. 
Urtotc,u= Urcc,u + Urrc,u  
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These conductance values, and the similar supply duct values in Section 5.6, are also used in Section 8. 

 
The term Mcprm,c,u is the flow conductance (see above) for the return duct flow: 
 

Mcprm,c,u =  Mcpm,c·Fmrc,u 
 
The total system flow, Mcpm,c is in the "flow conductance" form with the units Btu/hr-F: 
 

Mcpm,c    =  Flowm,c·cp  
 

where cp is the volumetric heat capacity, which is taken as 1.08 Btu/hr-F-cfm for dry air at the ASHRAE 
standard conditions of density = 0.075 lbm/ft3 and cp = 0.24 Btu/lbm-F. 
 
The term Tmixc,u is the mixed air just downstream of the return duct leakage given by:   

 
Tmixc,u = Lrc,u · Tairu + (1- Lrc,u) ·Tempc 
 

where  Tempc is the temperature of conditioned zone c's air, assumed to be well-mixed. 
 
5.4 Return plenum temperature and return duct conductive heat losses: 
 
The heat loss rate from the return duct via convection and radiation, needed in the UZ energy balance, is 
thus: 

qlrc,u = Mcprm,c,u · (Tmixc,u - Toutc,u) 
 

The final return plenum temperature of system c is found by summing the contributions to its plenum 
temperature from the return ducts in each UZ and the return ducts located in the conditioned zone. That is, 
 

Trpc = Fmrcc ·Tempc + ∑over u Fmrc,u ·Toutc,u 
 
5.5 Temperature rise through air handler heating or cooling equipment: 
 
If the mode is heating or cooling, the temperature rise through the air handler heating or cooling equipment 
of system c at nominal capacity Capc is given by: 
 

dtec = 
Capc

(Mcpm,c). 

 
The program considers no heat losses or gains from the air-handler components other than from the ducts.  
 
5.6  Supply plenum and supply register temperatures: 
 
The supply plenum temperature is given by: 
 

Tspc = Trpc + dtec  
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The supply register temperature for the supply duct of system c in unconditioned space u is: 
 
 Tsrc,u = Teqsc,u + (1- Esm,c,u) · (Tspc - Teqsc,u)     (5-3) 
 
where  Esm,c,u  is the effectiveness of the supply duct of system c in UZ u when operating in mode m: 
 

Esm,c,u = 1 - EXP



-(Ustotc,u)

(Mcpsm,c,u)  

 
Substituting the Tspc equation above into this and rearranging gives:  

 
 Tsrc,u = (1 - Esm,c,u) · dtec + Tsrhxm,c,u       (5-4) 
 
where 

Tsrhxm,c,u = (1-Esm,c,u) · Trpc + Esm,c,u · Teqsc,u 
 

Tsrhx is the temperature that would be delivered to the supply register with the current modes flow rate but 
with zero capacity such that dtec = 0. The duct system is then acting as a heat exchanger between the 
connected CZ's and UZ's. 
 
The term Teqsc,u , similar to Teqrc,u of Section 5.3, is an equivalent environmental temperature defined by 
 

Teqsc,u = (Fsdac,u·Tairu + Fsdrc,u ·Tmrtu),  
 

where 

Fsdac,u = 
(Uscc,u)

(Uscc,u+Usrc,u) 

 

Fsdrc,u = 
(Usrc,u)

(Uscc,u+Usrc,u) 

 
Usrc,u =  conductance from supply duct air to Tmrt.  
Uscc,u = conductance from supply duct air to Tair.  
Ustotc,u = Uscc,u + Usrc,u 

 
The supply duct flow rate is: 
 

Mcpsm,c,u =  Mcpm,c·Fmsc,u 
 
5.7 Heating/Cooling Delivered and Supply Duct Conductive Heat Loss: 
 
Given Tsrc,u, from above, the heat delivered to the conditioned zones by way of the supply ducts located in 
one or both of the unconditioned zones is given by summing the sensible heat delivered via each 
unconditioned zones: 
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Q delivered from ducts in UZ's  = ∑over u[Mcpsrm,c,u · (Tsrc,u - Tempc)]  (5-5)  
 
where Mcpsrm,c,u,  the flow out the supply register after the supply leakage is removed, is given by:  
 
 Mcpsrm,c,u = (1- Lsc,u)·Mcpsm,c,u 
 
The heat delivered to the conditioned zones by way of ducts in the conditioned zone, which are assumed to 
have no losses or unbalanced leakage, is given by: 
 

Q delivered directly to conditioned zone = Fmscc · Capc    (5-6) 
  
In addition, if there is an unbalanced duct leakage in one or both UZ's, then the conditioned zone is 
pressurized or depressurized, changing its infiltration rate to a value different than used by the CZM to 
determine the load it sent to the UZM. The CZM program cannot account for this change in the conditioned 
zone load without UZM/CZM iteration. To avoid iteration, it is accounted for in the UZ model as a change in 
heat delivered. The magnitude of the heating or cooling that is delivered is increased by the amount that the 
magnitude of the load should have been increased due to Laddcc (see Sections 1.2 and 6.3.1). 
  
 Q delivered to compensate for changed CZ infiltration = Laddcc · (Tempc - Tamb)     (5-7) 
 
Adding the Q's of equations (5-5, 5-6, and 5-7) together gives the net heating (+), or cooling (-), delivered by 
the system c as: 
 

Qdelc  = Fmscc·Capc + Laddcc·(Tempc - Tamb) + ∑over u[Mcpsrm,c,u·(Tsrc,u - Tempc)] 
 

Substituting the expression for Tsrc,u from equation (5-4) into this, Qdelc can be put in the form: 
 

Qdelc = Qdel1c+ Qdel2c, 
 
where Qdel1c is the part of Qdel that is independent of air handler capacity: 
 
 Qdel1c = Laddcc·(Tempc - Tamb) + ∑over u[Mcpsrm,c,u·(Tsrhxm,c,u - Tempc)].  
 
Qdel2c is the part of Qdel that is linearly dependent on the air handler capacity: 
 
   Qdel2c = Fmscc·Capc + ∑over u [Mcpsrm,c,u·(1 - Esm,c,u)·dtec]                   
 
The rate of supply duct conduction losses this sub-hour time step is given by:  
 

qlsc,u = Mcpsm,c,u·(Tspc - Tsrc,u) 
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5.8 Duct System Performance when the Load is less than the Heat Delivered at Full Capacity: 
 
If Qldc is smaller than the capacity Qdelc, then the system runs only part of the sub-hour time step. In this 
case the run time fraction is: 
 

Frunc = 
Qldc

 Qdelc
 

 
The capacity required to meet the load is defined as Qneedc: 
 

Qneedc = Frunc·Capc 
 
The duct conductive and leakage losses are also reduced by the same Frunc fraction--see Section 8.1.  
 
5.9 Duct System Performance when the Load is greater than the Heat Delivered at Full Capacity: 
 
In this case, the system is set to run for the full sub-hour time step, but in contrast to a real system with 
limited capacity, the UZ model assumes that the load is always met. This strategy is in accord with the 
California ACM procedures regarding system capacity specifications, and is convenient since iteration 
between the CZ model and UZ simulation models is not needed to correct the CZ temperatures were the load 
not met.  
 
From the Qdel1 and Qdel2 equations it can be seen that the capacity needed in this case is: 
 

Qneedc = 
Qldc - Qdel1c

 Qdel2c
 ·Capc  

 
Thus, the temperature rise through the air handler needs to be: 
 

dtec = 
Qneedc

 (Mcpm,c)   

    
The supply plenum temperature becomes:  
 
 Tspc = Trpc + dtec. 
 
The supply register temperatures is determined reusing equation (5-3): 
 
 Tsrc,u = Teqsu + (1- Esm,c,u) · (Tspc - Teqsc,u) 
 
The supply duct losses now become: 

 
qlsc,u = Mcpsm,c,u · (Tspc - Tsrc,u)  
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The Qneedc's from each of the sub-hour time steps during the hour are averaged over the hour and reported 
in the output as Qneedc. The supply and return duct conduction loss terms qlsc,u and qlrc,u are used in the 
energy balance of the UZ each sub-hour time step (see G6u in Section 8.1) . 

 
6. Infiltration Model 
 
6.1 Natural Infiltration Model 
 
The UZ natural ventilation rates are determined using a modified version of the attic model of Walker, et al 
(1995), which determines the attic ventilation rate as a result of stack and wind effects. Attic leakage may be 
a combination of soffit vents, roof ridge vents, gable end vents, or vents located on the roof deck. 
 
A number of assumptions were made in applying the Walker model. The pressure exponent n, used in the 
pressure-flow relationship, was chosen as 0.5. The interaction coefficient B1 was chosen as zero, resulting in 
the stack and wind flows being added in quadrature. The Walker algorithm requires the wind velocity at the 
eave height, modified by a shelter factor Sw. The wind velocity used in applying the Walker model is the 
weather tape wind velocity multiplied by a shelter factor, Sw, and an additional wind multiplier, Wsm, to 
account for eave height adjustment to wind speed. 
 
Deviating from the Walker model, the CZ ceiling and floor infiltration are handled in the UZM code 
separately from the Walker algorithm (see Section 6.2 below), so that Cfloor in the Walker algorithm is set to 
zero. For the crawl space infiltration, the Sherman Grimsrud leakage distribution parameters used in the 
Walker model, Rw and Xw, are set to zero. The output of the Walker algorithm is the UZ natural infiltration 
rates Linfuu, in flow conductance units of Btu/hr-F. 
 
6.2 Ceiling and Floor Infiltration: 
 
Infiltration to or from the UZ's through the CZ's ceilings and floors is modeled as discussed in Section 1.2.  
 
Each hour the CZM sends the UZM the natural infiltration rate, Linfcc (in the flow-conductance form, 
Btu/hr-F--see Section 5.2), for each CZ. Also received hourly for each CZ are the fraction, fceilInfc, of the 
natural ventilation flow that is going up through the ceiling from the CZ into the attic, or down through the 
ceiling from the attic into the CZ. And similarly the fraction, fflrInfc, of Linfcc, that goes through the floors 
between the CZ's and the crawl space.  
 
The direction of the infiltration flow is determined by the relative magnitudes of the CZ and ambient 
temperatures. If it is hotter in the CZ than outdoors then the floor infiltration flow goes from the crawl space 
to the CZ and the ceiling infiltration goes from the CZ to the attic. These flows reverse if it is cooler in the 
CZ than outdoors. If the crawl space doesn't exist, no floor infiltration is assumed to occur. Thus,  
 

ceilInfc = fceilInfc
.Linfcc

.SGN(Tempc - Tamb),     (6-1) 
 

where the SGN function sets the sign of ceilInf to be that of the SGN arguement. Similarly for the floor 
infiltration: 

 
flrInfc = fflrInfc

.Linfcc
.SGN(Tamb - Tempc).      (6-2) 
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These infiltration rates are used:  

• to adjust the UZ infltration rates (Section 6.3.2) and loads (see G2u in the Section 8.1). 
• to adjust the CZ infiltration rates (Section 6.3.1) and loads (Sections 5.2.1, 5.7).  

 
6.3 Infiltration and Unbalanced Flow. 
 
6.3.1 Conditioned Space Infiltration Adjustment  
 
The effect of the unbalanced duct leakage of either of the air handler systems on the natural infiltration of the 
conditioned zone it serves is determined by first adding up the unbalanced duct leakages of it's ducts in the 
unconditioned zones. Depending on the magnitude and sign of the sum, this unbalanced leakage will 
pressurize or depressurize the conditioned zone and thus retard or augment the natural infiltration into the 
conditioned zone. The ceiling and floor infiltration rates discussed in Section 6.2 will not effect the CZ 
pressurization since these are already included in the conditioned zones natural infiltration rate.  
 
The interaction between the unbalanced leakage and the natural infiltration is determined using the model 
developed by Palmiter and Bond (1991a, 1991b, 1992). It can be summarized with the following algorithm, 
known as the '1/2 rule'. 
 

If L represents the leakage, or other fixed flow from a constant flow source, into a zone (+ into, - out) 
and N represents the natural infiltration to the zone without leakage, then accounting for the 
interaction, the correct infiltration to the zone can be estimated by: 
 
If |L| < 2N then: 

Ncorrected  = N - 
L
2     

If L > 2N then: 
 

Ncorrected = 0  
 
If L < 2N then:  

 
Ncorrected = -L 

 
This can be translated as follows. Assume as above that the net unbalanced duct leakage flow is defined as 
positive if it pressurizes the CZ--it is actually defined as negative in the source code. If it's magnitude is less 
than twice the CZ natural infiltration, and it is positive, then the CZ pressurization is assumed to decrease the 
natural ventilation rate of the CZ by half the magnitude of the leakage; if negative, depressurizing the CZ, 
the CZ natural infiltration is increased by half the magnitude of the leakage. If the leakage is over twice the 
natural infiltration, and positive, then the natural infiltration is assumed to be totally suppressed; if negative, 
the total CZ infiltration is taken to be equal in magnitude to the leakage rate.  
 
In the code, Laddcc is the variable name for the infiltration rate that must be added to the uninfluenced 
natural infiltration rate to arrive at the correct rate. 
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Since the infiltration rate of the conditioned zones is subject to correction by the amount Laddcc, the load 
reported by the CZM to the UZM must have been overestimated by the amount Laddcc

.(Tamb -Tempc). 
Instead of correcting the load, this rate of heat transfer is added to the amount delivered by the duct system. 
See Section 5.7. 
 
6.3.2 Unconditioned Space Infiltration Adjustment: 

 
The procedure here is similar to the above, but deals with unbalanced leakage from both the duct system and 
from infiltration through the ceiling or floor, and their effect on the UZ infiltration rate.  
 
The total infiltration to a UZ from the CZ's ceilings and floors is first determined from the algebraic sum of 
the ceiling and floor infiltrations given by equations 6-1 and 6-2: 
 
The total ceiling infltration into the attic is: 

 
c2uInf1 = ceilInf1 + ceilInf2 

 
The infiltration into the crawl space is: 
 

 c2uInf2 = flrInf1 + flrInf2 
 
This infiltration (+ to UZ) is then added to the unbalanced duct leakage from all ducts from both systems in 
the UZ (+ to UZ). This gives the total leakage into the UZ that interacts to change its natural infiltration rate. 
Using the above one-half- rule, the correction to be added to the natural infiltration rate for each UZ is 
determined. It is called Ladduu in the code.  The one-half-rule is used again in the same way, except without 
the unbalanced duct leakage included with the ceiling and floor infiltrations, to determine Ladduoffu when 
the system is not operating.  
 
Ladduu and Ladduoffu are used in determining the UZ air temperature each sub-hour time step--see the 
Section 8-1. 
 
7. Mass Temperature Updates 
 
There are up to 49 mass nodes in the frame wall, trusswall, and ground models. The temperatures of these 
masses are updated every sub-hour time step using the Euler forward-difference numerical integration 
method, whereby the change in temperature of the mass during the sub-hour time step is based on the driving 
conditions at the beginning of the sub-hour time step. The driving conditions are the temperatures of adjacent 
mass nodes, the temperatures of the conditioned or unconditioned zones if adjacent to the mass, and any 
other heat flow rates directly applied to the mass, such as insolation. 
 
The general procedure in updating a particular mass is to first dissolve out all massless nodes in the network 
that connect the mass node to the driving temperatures. Then apply the forward difference algorithm to 
determine the change in mass temperature over the sub-hour time step that results from the driving boundary 
conditions.  
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To illustrate the procedure, the update equations for the mass 2 node in the between-joists path of Figure 2-1 
is shown as follows. The overall conductance between mass 2 and mass 3 in Fig 7-1 is given by: 
 

c2 =  
2k2·k3·Acom

d2·k3 + d3·k2 + 2k2·k3·R23
  

 
where Acom is the area of the between-joists part of the framing construction.  The overall conductance 
between mass 2 and Tair is given by a Y-∆ transformation to be: 
 

cc = A· 
y·hc

y + hc + hr
  

where  

 y = 
2k1·k2

k1·d2 + 2k2·d1
  

 
Similarly,  

cr = A· 
y·hr

y + hc + hr
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The Y-∆ transformation also necessitates a coupling between the air and mrt nodes: 
 

 cx = A·
hc·hr

y + hc + hr
  

 
A coupling conductance similar to cx results from each of the mass nodes connected to the air and mrt nodes, 
and in addition due to the absorption of some of the radiation by the air. The air absorption cross coupling is 
found in Section 3, and is the only cross coupling shown in Fig. 3-2 since Y-∆ transformations were not 
involved in that example. These cross coupling do not effect the mass update procedure outlined here, but are 
needed to determine Tair and Tmrt as shown in Section 8. 
 
The conductivities and thickness in these expressions are inputs for the construction type considered. They 
are identified with the subscripts (u,ncon) in other sections of this documentation. The area A represents the 
components area Au,ncom. The conductances cc, cr, and cx represent ccu,ncom, cru,ncom, and cxu,ncom in the source 
code and are determined therein for all components. The convection and radiation coefficients hc and hr can 
vary hourly and are described in Sections 3 and 4.  
 
Equating the heat transfer into mass 2 to its rate of change in internal energy gives the following differential 
equation for mass temperature Tm2  
 

dTm2
dt  = 

Ts2 - Tm2

τ2
          

 
where Tm2 is the mass temperature, and Ts2 is the temperature Tm2 would have if steady state were reached: 
 

Ts2 = 
cc·Tair + cr·Tmrt + c2·Tm3

cc + cr + c2
  

 
Tm3 is the temperature of mass node 3. 
 
τ2 is the time constant of mass node 2: 
 

τ2 = 
v2·d2·A

cc + cr + c2  

 
where v2  is the volumetric heat capacity of the mass node (Btu/ft3-F). 
 
To integrate the differential equation over a sub-hour time step, the forward difference procedure assumes 
that the right hand side of the equation remains constant over the time step at its value at the beginning of the 
time step. In this case the mass temperature at the end of the time step becomes: 
 

Tm2(t+∆t) = Tm2(t) 




1 - 

∆t
τ2

 + Ts2





∆t

τ2
 , 

 
where ∆t is the sub-hour time step. This solution is unstable when τ2 < ∆t. Although the code is designed to 
run with any time step, it is set at a low value to avoid instability and other inaccuracies associated with large 
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time steps. The development version of the code gives warnings whenever a mass node update is performed 
when  τ2 < ∆t. In the program development process it has been found that a 6-minute time step conservatively 
avoids instability problems for realistic constructions. Although the program does not stop execution when 
τ2 < ∆t, severe instability can sometimes lead to a program abort, usually because some temperature becomes 
so big a mathematic function in the code fails. 
 
All of the mass nodes are updated in an analogous fashion each sub-hour time step, including those for the 
ground and trusswall networks described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The mass updating sequence is irrelevant 
because they are updated based only on the known conditions at the beginning of the time step. In updating 
mass nodes with solar and sky radiation "current' sources, such as mass #3 in the bottom of figure 7-1, the 
fraction of the source Q (top of fig. 7-1) that is applied directly to the mass node (bottom of fig. 7-1) is 
obtained by superposition. 
 
8. Energy Balance  
 
Once all of the mass node temperatures are updated--i.e., predicted for the end of the sub-hour time step, an 
energy balance between all interior surfaces and heating or cooling sources is used to determine the Tair and 
Tmrt at the end of the sub-hour time step.  
 
Figure 8-3 shows the same example as Figure 3-2, but with the surface temperatures T1, T2, etc, replaced by 
the mass node temperatures Tmu,1, Tmu,2, etc.,  of the mass nodes adjacent to the UZ interior. The 
conductance between the mass nodes and Tair and Tmrt are the convective and radiant conductance ccu,ncom 
and cru,ncom similar to the cc's and cr's determined in Section 7. The Tair to Tmrt cross coupling cx in this 
case represents the sum of all cxu,ncom's resulting from the Y-delta transformations, and from radiation 
absorbed by the air. 
 
Figure 8-3 shows a number of network branches (shown in figure 3-2 as Qa and Qr) that represent sources 
other than the mass nodes that affect the air and mrt temperatures and must be accounted for in the energy 
balance. 
 
8.1 Air Node Balance: 
 
For each UZ, summing all instantaneous rates of heat transfer to the Tairu node to zero gives:    
 

Tairu = 



G1u + G2u + G3u + G4u + G5u + G6u

 H1u + H2u + H3u + H4u + H5u
     (8-1) 

 
where G1u is a conductance term to account for infiltration of air at ambient temperature into the UZ (see 
Section 6.3.2).  
 
 G1u = [Linfuu + (1 - Frunmax)·Ladduoffu + Frunmax·Ladduu] ·Tamb  
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Figure 8-3. Final Radiation and Convection Networks 

 
The corresponding term in the denominator is: 
 

H1u= Linfuu + (1 - Frunmax)·Ladduoffu + Frunmax·Ladduu 
 
The term Linfuu is the natural infiltration rate into UZ u this hour found as described in Section 6.1. Ladduu is 
the increase or decrease in Linfuu caused by unbalanced duct leakage and ceiling or floor infiltration, both 
happening during the same time period. Ladduoff is that due to ceiling or floor infiltration alone. See Section 
6.3.2. 
 
The correction Ladduu is assumed to apply for the fraction Frunmax of the sub-hour time step and the 
correction Ladduoffu during the rest of the sub-hour time step, when the system is off and has no flow.  
 
If only one system is operating during the sub-hour time step Frunmax = Frun for that system. If both are 
operating, Frunmax is taken as the larger of the two run time fractions for the two systems. This is a 
simplification that exaggerates  the effect of the induced infiltration when one system's run time is short 
relative to the other but the resulting loss of accuracy is likely small.  
 
G2u  is a conductance term to account for infiltration of air from the CZ's into the unconditioned zone u at 
temperature Tempc. 
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If the attic (u = 1) is being modeled, the contributions of infiltration air through the ceiling is:  
 

G2u = ∑
c

 ( )ceilInfc·Tempc
+  

where the superscript + means only positive terms are summed--i.e., only air entering the attic.  
 
If the crawl space (u = 2) is being modeled: 
 

G2u = ∑
c

 ( )flrInfc ·Tempc
+  

The corresponding denominator terms for u = 1 and 2 are: 
 

H2u = ∑
c

 ( )ceilInfc
+ 

H2u = ∑
c

 ( )flrInfc
+ 

G3u is a conductance term to account for supply leakage flow into the UZ from both systems. It applies only 
during the system run time Frunc: 
 

G3u = ∑
c

 ( )(Frunc·Lsc,u·Mcpsm,c,u) ·(Tsrc,u)  

The corresponding term in the denominator is: 
 

H3u = ∑
c

 (Frunc·Lsc,u·Mcpsm,c,u)  

 
The term G4u represents the convective heat transfer to Tair from all of the mass nodes adjacent to the 
interior of the UZ being modeled. See Section 7 for the basis of the cc, cr, and cx conductances. 
 

G4u = ∑
adj mass nodes i

 (ccu,i)·(Tmu,i)     

 
The corresponding term in the denominator is: 
 

H4u = ∑
adj mass nodes i

 (ccu,i) 

 
The term G5u partly represents the direct conductance between Tair and Tmrt due the air's absorption of 
radiation, and partly due to the conduction introduced by the Y-∆ transformations. The sum is over all 
interior surfaces, including the trusswall and ducts.  

 
G5u = ∑

interior nodes j
 (cxu,j)·Tmrtu 
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The corresponding term in the denominator is: 
 

H5u = ∑
interior nodes j

 (cxu,j) 

 
The G6u term is the rate of convective heat transfer to the UZ air from the supply and return ducts:  
 

G6u = ∑
c

 ( )(Frunc,u)·( Frdac·qlrc,u + Fsdac,u·qlsc,u)   

Frdac,u = 
(Urcc,u)

(Urcc,u+Urrc,u) 

 

Fsdac,u = 
(Uscc,u)

(Uscc,u+Usrc,u) 

 
where the fraction Frdac,u of the total return loss qlrc,u goes to the Tair node, and similarly the fraction Fsdac,u 
of the supply duct loss qlsc,u goes to the Tair node. 
 
8.2 MRT Node Balance: 
 
Similar to the above, for each UZ, summing all instantaneous rates of heat transfer to the Tmrtu node to zero, 
gives:    

 

Tmrtu = 



P1u + P2u + P3u

 S1u + S2u
        (8-2) 

 
The term P1u represents the radiative heat transfer to Tair from all of the mass nodes adjacent to the interior 
of the UZ being modeled. 
 

P1u = ∑
adj mass nodes i

 (cru,i)·(Tmu,i)  

 
The corresponding term in the denominator is: 
 

S1u = ∑
adj mass nodes i

 (cru,i) 

 
The term P2 u represents the conductance between Tair and Tmrt due the airs absorption of radiation, and 
usually a larger part due to the Y-∆ transformations. 
 

P2u = ∑
interior nodes j

 (cxu,j)·Tairu 

 
The corresponding term in the denominator is: 
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S2u  = ∑
interior nodes j

 (cxu,j) 

 
The term P3 u is the rate of radiative heat transfer to the Tmrt from the supply and return ducts:  
 

P3u = ∑
c

 ( )Frunc·(Frdrc,u·qlrc,u + Fsdrc,u·qlsc,u)       (8-3) 

where, 

Frdrc,u = 
(Urrc,u)

(Urcc,u+Urrc,u) 

 

Fsdrc,u = 
(Usrc,u)

(Uscc,u+Usrc,u) 

 
where the fraction Frdrc,u of the total return loss qlrc,u that goes to the Tmrt node , and similarly the fraction 
Fsdac,u for the supply duct loss qlsc,u that goes to the Tmrt node. 
 
Because equations (8-1) and (8-2) constitute two linear equations with the two unknowns Tair and Tmrt, they 
are solved simultaneously to give an explicit equation for Tair (see source code). Given Tair, equation (8-2) 
is solved for Tmrt. The air and mrt temperatures found are the temperatures predicted for the UZ at the end 
of the sub-hour time step, and they are in instantaneous equilibrium with all of the internal components of the 
UZ. They are used as the UZ temperatures for calculating heat transfers during the following sub-hour time 
step. 
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Appendix A.  Derivation of Duct Loss Equations 
This derivation is for one zone only, and the nomenclature is specific to this appendix alone. 
Heat transfer through the duct walls can be illustrated in the electrical analogy in Fig. A-1.  The first node on 
the left represents the temperature of the air in the duct (Td) and is connected to the temperate on the surface 
of the duct (Ts) by the conductance through the duct wall (Ud).  The convective heat transfer coefficient (hc) 
connects the surface temperature to the duct zone air temperature (Ta).  The radiation heat transfer coefficient 
(hr) connects the surface temperature to the duct zone radiant temperature (Tr). 

 
Figure A-1.  Electrical analogy of heat transfer through a duct wall 

 
The temperatures of the duct zone are assumed to be constant; the duct surface temperature is not.  The duct 
surface temperature can be removed from the analysis by using a Y-∆ transform.  Fig. A-2 shows the result 
of this transformation with direct connections between the duct air temperature, the duct zone radiant and air 
temperatures through combined coefficients defined in eqs. 1. 
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Figure A-2.  Heat transfer through a duct wall with surface temperature removed 
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Using an energy balance, the rate of change of heat flow along the length ( x ) of duct must equal the heat 
flow through the duct wall, or 
 

  ))(())((
)(

rdradc
d

p TxTPUTxTPU
dx

xdT
mc −+−=−  (A-2) 

where 
 pmc = capacitance flow rate of the air in the duct 
 dT    = temperature of air in the duct 
 cU   = equivalent heat transfer coefficient (see eq. A-1) 
 P    = perimeter of duct 
 aT    = temperature of air in duct zone 
 rU   = equivalent heat transfer coefficient (see eq. A-1) 
 rT    = radiant temperature in duct zone 
 
Regrouping by temperature terms 
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and dividing through by the quantity )( PUPU rc +  gives 
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Let )(xy  be 
  )()( xTTxy damb −=  (A-6) 
 
The derivative of which is 
 
  ddTdy −=  (A-7) 
 
Substituting eqs. A-6 and A-7 into eq. A-4 gives 
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Rearranging  
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and integrating from entrance ( 0=x ) to exit ( Lx = ) 
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gives 
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Recalling the definition in eq. A-6 and replacing the product of the perimeter and length with the surface area 
( A ) of the duct, and a bit of manipulation yields the following relationships 
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Let 
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Then 
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Solving for the exit temperature gives 
 
  ambambdd TTTLT +−= ))0(()( β  (A-15) 
 
The temperature change in length L of duct is 
 
  )0())0(()()0( dambambddd TTTTLTT +−−−=− β  (A-16) 
 
This can be rewritten as 
 
  ))0()(1()()0( ambddd TTLTT −−=− β  (A-17) 
 
Let ε  be the sensible heat exchanger effectiveness 
 
  )1( βε −=  (A-18) 
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Then the conduction loss from the duct to the duct zone can then be written as 
 
  ))0(())()0(( ambdpddploss TTmcLTTmcQ −=−= ε  (A-19) 
 
 
Appendix B. Hourly Calculation of Infrared Sky Radiation 
Net Infrared Radiation 
The following algorithms are a modified version of those found in Martin and Berdahl (1984).  The 
terminology and notation follow that of Martin and Berdahl as well. 
 
The weather data used for input to these calculations provides hourly values for cloud cover, opaque cloud 
cover, cloud ceiling height, dew point, and air temperature.  Note also that the weather data provides 
temperatures in Celsius. 
 
The net infrared radiation absorbed by a graybody horizontal surface is 

 )( 44
surfskysurfnet TTq σσε −=  (B-1) 

where  
 surfε  = emissivity of the horizontal graybody surface 
 surfT  = horizontal graybody surface temperature (Kelvin) 
 skyT   = equivalent blackbody sky temperature (Kelvin) 
 σ     = Stefan-Boltzmann constant in SI units 
 
The term on the right involving Tsurf is the radiation leaving the surface, while the term involving Tsky is 
the downward radiation from the sky. 
 
This can be rewritten as 

 )( 4444
airskysurfairsurfnet TTTTq −+−= σε  (B-2) 

where 

 airT     = dry bulb temperature of the outdoor air (Kelvin) 

Equation B-2 can be regrouped into the following form,  

 )(           )(       4444
airskysurfsurfairsurfskystdnet TTTTqqq −+−=+= σεσε  (B-3) 

The first term on the right is the standard method of calculating radiation heat transfer on the surface of 
buildings (see ASHRAE 1993) and the second is an additional factor to account for radiation from the sky.  
Therefore, the omission of the sky radiation term in the standard calculations is an error based on an 
assumption that radiation is only to the air temperature.  skyQ  will be zero or negative because the sky 
temperature is always less than or equal to the air temperature. 
 
Sky Emissivity 
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By definition, the effective black body emissivity of the sky is 4

4

air

sky
sky

T

T
=ε .  Following Martin and Berdahl, 

the value of skyε  can be estimated as follows. 
 
The clear sky emissivity ( 0ε ) is a function of the dew point temperature and the atmospheric pressure. 
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where 
 dewT  = the dew point temperature in Celsius 
 hr    = hour of day (1 to 24) 
 atmP  = atmospheric pressure in millibar 
 
The effect of cloud cover must also be considered.  The TMY2, WYEC, and EPW weather data provide 
overall and opaque cloud fractions in tenths.  Thin cloud fraction ( thn ) in tenths can be determined from the 
data using 
 opth nnn −=  (B-5) 

where 
 n     = the cloud fraction 
 opn  = the opaque cloud fraction 
 
The cloud factor ( Γ ), used to adjust the emissivity of a cloudy sky, is dependent on the cloud base 
temperature; however, this data is not typically measured at the weather stations.  Using the more commonly 
measured cloud ceiling height, the cloud factor can be approximated using the following equations.  This 
factor differs for opaque and thin clouds. 
 
The opaque cloud factor varies with cloud ceiling height, 
 
 if   cloud ceiling height > 21,000 m,  

  )/8000exp( 0hop −=Γ  (B-6) 

 else, 

  )/exp( 0hhopop −=Γ  (B-7) 

The thin cloud factor is expressed as 

 )/8000exp( 0hth −=Γ  (B-8) 

where 
 0h   = 8200 m 
 oph  = opaque cloud ceiling height from weather data 
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The sky emissivity ( skyε ) can now be calculated as the sum of the clear sky emissivity and the various cloud 
emissivities. 
 
 ∑ Γ−+=

i
iicisky n ,00 )1( εεεε  (B-9) 

 ))(1(  00sky thththopopop nn Γ+Γ−+= εεεεε  (B-10) 

where 
 opε     = the opaque cloud emittance: assume 1 
 thε      = the thin cloud emittance: assume 0.4 

Sky Radiation 
Using the definition previously given for skyε , the skyq term for a horizontal surface can be calculated as 

 4))(1( airskysky Tq −= εσ  (B-11) 

============================================================================= 
 


